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Rabbi

Masquer Laboratory Theater
Will Present One-Act Plays i

Law R isk en

Director and Soloist

C onvocation C oncert

W ill Speak

“If Men Played Cards As Women Do,” “In the Zone
And “The Red Velvet Goat” to Be Given
In Union Theater Thursday

A nd E ven in g R ecital

A t B anquet

Three one-act plays will be presented by the Masquer Lab
oratory Theater Thursday in the Student Union theater. Pro
duction of the plays is under the supervision of Director Larrae Haydon.
~

Annual Staff
Eugene O’Neill’s “In the Zone.”
Josephine Nigli’s “The Red Velvet Is Announced
Goat” is directed by Don Hopkins,
Whitefish, Royale and vice-presi
By Bonawitz
dent ot Masquers. Bob Warren, |

Law Risken, editor of the Helena
Independent, will be the principal
speaker at the annual Press club
banquet at the Orchard Homes
clubhouse December 6. More than
a hundred journalists, faculty
members, newspapermen, alumni
and guests will attend.
Distribution of the Incinerator,
journalism school scandal sheet
that caricatures everyone present,
dancing and the reading of tele
grams from alumni will be inclu
ded in the informal program.
Risken began his journalistic
career at the university in 1916,
leaving school after four months to
work on the Anaconda Standard
before enlisting at Fort Wright,
Spokane.
Serving in France with the Third
division, Risken was assigned for
duty after the armistice to a daily
paper for soldiers of the Army of
Occupation, the “Amaroc News,”
published at Coblenz, Germany.
Working as reporter and deskman
until September, 1919, he became
managing editor and served in that
capacity more than a year.
When Risken returned to the
United States, he became a police
reporter on the Butte Miner in
1921. He left it to work on the
Anaconda Standard as reporter and
sports editor. Risken became city
editor of the Montana Standard
when the Anaconda paper absorbed
the Butte Miner. He was manag
ing editor of the Standard until
five months ago when he shifted to
the Helena Independent as editor.

O rchestra W ill P lay

Greig’s “Concerto in A Minor” to Be Feature Number
With Professor Crowder as Soloist;
Helena Program Sunday
|
The university symphony orchestra, directed by Professor
A. H. Weisberg, will present concerts Friday morning at a
convocation planned especially for Humanities classes and at
8 o’clock Friday night in the Student Union theater.
Professor John Qrowder, head of the piano department of
the School of Music, will appear as soloist on both occasions,
playing Grieg’s “Concerto in A Minor,” which will be the only
number on the convocation program.

Glendive, Royale and Masquer sec-1
'PROF.R.-HEmW HlEISBEHq
'P r o f , v o /fn s . C r o h J o e / s ,
retary, will direct George S. Kauf
Don Lynch will be associate edi
The orchestra will also play in
man’s “If Men Played Cards As
tor and Don Axlund, busines man
Helena Sunday, Weisberg an
Professor A. H. Weisberg, will o’clock Friday night. Professor
Women Do.”
ager of the Forestiy Kaimin, ac
nounced.
direct orchestra concerts at con John Crowder will be featured
The one-acts are presented under cording to an announcement made
In the evening Maribeth Kitt
vocation Friday morning and at 8 soloist on the piano.
student direction each quarter as yesterday by Norval Bonawitz,
Religions of Mankind class and
and Mary Shope Davis will play
one point of the Masquer five-point editor. The Forestry Kaimin will
'Largo” from Bach's Concerto in
other interested students will hear
program. Students can obtain seats be published spring quarter.
a violin duet, accompanied by Mrs.
Rabbi Joseph Gitln of Butte speak
by-presenting their activity tickets.
Other members of the stall are at 7:30 o’clock tomorrow night in
Clarence Bell. Miss Kitt has been
Thursday’s performance will begin Stephen Gajan, assistant business
the Journalism auditorium on “The
Newmin club will meet at 8 concert master for the last three
at 8:15 o’clock.
manager; Richard Robinson, photo Essence of Judaism.”
o’clock Thursday in the large meet years and Miss Davis occupied the
“In the Zone” presents the story graphic editor; Muril Brunsvold,
ing room to discuss plans for a same position before her gradua
of a spy suspect on board a ship assistant photographic editor; Ca
C h r i s t m a s membership drive, tion in 1936.
during the war. The suspect is a meron Warren, Homer Benson and
Orchestra Is Largest
Engineer
of
Montana
Section
Inspects
and
Prepares
President Clifford Carmody, Kaliboy who refuses to open his bag Bill Kreuger, publishing assistants;
Friday’s appearances will mark
spell, announced yesterday.
For Bids, Equipment, Heat of New Building
for inspection. The drama reaches George Thelen, art editor; A1
This will be the first of a series the nineteenth consecutive season
its climax when the sailors on Muchmore, alumni department edi
And Natural Science Addition
of weekly meetings at which club for the orchestra, which has a lar
board rifle the contents of the bag tor; Gene Barrett, Carl Simpson,
business
will be transacted and in ger membership than in previous
and discover only love letters.
Don Geil, Fred Beyer, John Loucks,
H. D. Austin, engineer in charge of the Montana section of formal discussions on current eco years. This year’s orchestra is
“The Red Velvet Goat” is a play Lawrence Barsness and Boris
PWA in the regional office at Omaha, visited the campus and nomic, social and religious topics without a doubt the best balanced
within a play, telling the story of Vladimiroff, assistants.
instrumentation I have ever seen,”
conducted.
conferred with President George F. Simmons last Tuesday.
a family of poor peons trying to
The committee in charge of the Weisberg declared.
Rabbi Will Be Sponsored
raise money to buy a goat. They
A list of hardware and equip-1
This year the orchestra boasts
membership drive includes Ben
put on a play, but unfortunately,
ment for the Chemistry-Pharmacy
By Religious Class
Wahle, Helena, chairman; Betty better musicians and is one of the
the director-author uses his wife’s
building and the Natural Science
Jane F r a h m , Whitefish; Nell first university orchestras that con
Wednesday
yed velvet dress to cover the
addition was prepared for bids by
O’Connor, Seattle, and Audree tains every required instrument
prompter’s box. The farce reaches
Austin and the president.
Crail, Laura Murphy, Jane Marie The evening concert includes the
Rabbi Joseph Gitin, Butte, pastor
its high point when the wife takes
Austin Approves Advertising Bids
Strauss overture, “Die Flederof the Congregation Bnai Israel,
the proceeds of the show to buy a
Christianas
and
telemarks
along
SuUivan’ M ve Thomas and Bob maus” (The B at), Tschaikowsy’s
Austin approved advertising bids
will speak at 7:30 o’clock Wednes
new dress.
Andante from the Fifth Symphony
on the equipment. Bids will be with the slalom and ski jumping ^ ice’ ®utte"If Men Played Cards As Wo Students With Speech Defects day night in the Journalism audi
Decembei‘ 11 has been set 88 the and two Negro spirituals, “Nobody
opened at a meeting of the State were demonstrated last night to
men Do” is a satire on social life.
torium on “The Essence of Juda
Will Receive Training
members
of
the
Forestry
Ski
cl
ub|
d
a
t
e
for
the
next
commumon
Knows de Trouble I’ve Seen” and
Board of Education in Helena on
Four men meet to play cards a la
ism.” The lecture is sponsored by
Spring Quarter
through the medium of motion breakfast.
I’m Troubled in Mind” by C. C.
December*12.
feminine manner, and relate the
the class in the religions of man
White.
The Student Union building, the pictures. The pictures were shown
gossip they have compiled since
kind.
Four hundred and four of the
Crowder Returns
Women’s Club-Art building and by Walter Morris.
Committees investigating library
their last meeting. The play 500 students who took the fresh Rabbi Gitin attended the UniverProfessor Crowder returned to
The session, which was held at
the Journalism building are among
reaches its climax when the host man speech examination were dis sity of Buffalo, New York, gradu- lighting and acoustic conditions
the music school in September
the finest university buildings he the Forestry school, was marked
reveals a bit of gossip which over missed as satisfactory, announced ated from the University of Cin- will give reports at the Studentafter a year’s leave of absence to
by a large attendance of prospechad seen, Austin said.
shadows all that precedes.
James N. Holm, speech instructor, cinnati with a B. A. degree and Faculty council meeting at 7:30
obtain his master’s degree in piano
The three buildings represent an | tive skiers who await the ’’right”
recently.v Ninety students were later was ordained at the Hebrew o’clock tonight in the Law school expenditure of nearly five hundred snow for their sport. The club
and musicology from the Eastman
The possibility of establishing
asked to register in voice class Union college, Cincinnati, with a
fifty thousand dollars, all of which may have competitive meets dur“NYA applications for winter School of Music, which is affiliated
Intersorority
debate
will
be
dis
bachelor of Hebrew degree. He
spring quarter.
has been either loaned or granted mg the winter,
quarter are now available, and with the University of Rochester in
The remaining six students are broadcasted from Buffalo, New cussed by the council.
by the PWA. Pleasure with the
Besides displaying the skiing should be called for afternoons New York. While in New York, he
marked as needing correction, York, for three years over a state
way in which all PWA buildings | pictureSi Morris discussed the care only,” Stan Davison, NYA secre appeared as guest soloist with the
Rochester Symphony orchestra in
“Three of the six will receive in wide radio system on contempo
have been constructed was ex- of equipment. Various samples of tary, announced yesterday.
pressed b y Austin after a campus equipment were shown to illus Mr. Davison said that all stu a broadcast over the NBC red net-,
dividual attention in the speech rary, social, economic and reli
gious problems.
tour.
clinic,” Holm said.
dents intending to reapply and all work.
trate his talk.
Studying first at the University
Among his other activities, he
Liberal Arts Building Okayed
The students were judged upon
who intend to apply for the first
Austin said the application for a
the conformance of speech to their has served on the editorial board
•time should do so immediately. of Virginia and then for three
years
in Vienna under Frau MaCalifornia C o ach States personality. Any errors in pitch, of the Buffalo Better Films coun
liberal arts building on the cam
“All applications must be on file
pus and an increase to the heating
rate or language were counted cil, is a member of the Central
in the NYA office by December 7, lume Bree and Dr. Hans Weiss,
Montana Debaters
plant boiler capacity and distribu Active members of Alpha lamb which is the deadline,” Davison Crowder has given recitals in many
against them. • The examination Conference of American Rabbis,
Among Best
places in the northwest. He organ
also determined what type of World Fellowship league, Inter Halls Will Give Dinners tion service had been approved in da Delta will meet at 7:30 o’clock said.
the Omaha office and is now await tonight in the Elolse Knowles
speech each person had and the national Peace organization, exe
Applications will not be acted ized a 16-pianist eight-piano en
Music and Dancing
Members of the university de “voice effect.”
semble which appeared in Mis
ing action in the Washington offices room.
cutive board of the Silver Bow
on before examination week.
On Program
soula several years ago under the
bate squad returned Sunday from
of the PWA.
The students examined were county Boy 'Scout organization,
auspices of the Community Con
T. G. Swearingen, university
a nine-day trip to Tacoma, where divided into three classes: Satis Silver Bow Ministerial association
Birthday dinners will be given in maintenance engineer, and R. C.
cert association and in Butte.
it competed in ,th e Pacific Coast factory, minor difficulties where and the Butte Committee of the
North
hall
and
the
new
women’
Grieg’s Concerto which he will
Hugenin and Norman DeKay,
tournament. The team did not ap voice and diction aid were needed National Conference of Jews and
dormitory
tonight
for
all
residents
play is characteristic of the man
architects
for
the
Chemistry-Phar
pear in the finals, although it de and clinical work advised.
Christians.
once called a "miniature Viking.”
bated 17 times while in Washing The speech clinic was estab Rabbi Gitin is a contributor of having birthdays between July macy building, conferred with
The Norwegian composer, critics
ton.
lished last year and can handle 15 articles to national magazines and and January. Honor guests will Austin during his visit.
Feeling like a left-over from pioneer days, Colin Raff,
say, catches the indescribable ex
“Although the team was elimin students each week if necessary. an active lecturer before religious number between fifty and sixty
Kaimin editor for ’34-’35, made his first visit to the new jour hilaration of the Norwegian at
ated in the seventh round, it re Thirty minutes a week is devoted and secular organizations in the in each hall.
nalism building yesterday. “Pretty fancy!” was all he could mosphere. The eerie beauty and
Tables in each dormitory will be
ceived the honor of being chosen to each student for one quarter. west.
say as he was led around the building by proud faculty mem ethereal spirituality for which he
by the committee in charge of the Any student who needs voice work
“Realizing that our finest ap decorated with candles, roses and
place
cards.
is famous is mirrored in this, the
tournament to debate with the Uni may register in the course.
preciation of the religions of other
bers.
<
versity of Southern California
This is the third year speech people are gained through discus The program in North hall will
* On leave from his job on the portunities in undergraduate work only piano concerto he ever com
include
“Freshman
Interpreta
posed. Franz Lizst first played the
team before the Tacoma Chamber examinations have been given in sions with those who represent the
Montana Standard in Butte, Raff, with real newspaper methods.”
The equipment for training in work and said that it was “real
of Commerce weekly meeting on the university.
best of their religious faiths, we tions,” by Marjory Sampson, Bil
who was graduated in 1935, is
Swedish banko,” meaning collo
photography
and
typography
will
Monday,” said James N. Holm,
have invited Rabbi Gitin to speak lings. A vocal duet will be sung
Four h undrej students are regis spending a few days in Missoula.
quially that it was great
coach.
to us,” said Rev. Harvey Baty, by Mildred McIntyre, Worden, and tered for university courses outside
“What impresses me most is the make you more valuable to news
her
sister,
Edith
McIntyre,
Mis
Members Are Listed
papers. The library offers privi
“Allen Nichols, coach of debate
head of the School of Religion.
the regular enrollment, Miss Mary editor’s private office,” he an
Members of the orchestra are:
soula.
Marion
Starr,
Monida,
and
leges
we
never
had,”
continued
the
at Southern California, said we had
Committee chairmen in charge of
Courtney, secretary to Correspon nounced definitely after his inspec
First violins, Maribeth Kitt, con
one of the best teams they had met
arrangements are Marie Trekell, Lois Dahl, Forsyth, will play a dence Study and Public Service tion. “It would be a lot easier to former editor.
cert master; Mary Davis, Mrs. Cla
Has Held Various Jobs
this year,” Holm added.
Great Falls; Bjame Johnson, Dut saxophone and clarinet duet; Rose departments, said yesterday.
be tough in an office like that than
rence Bell, Hazel Vial, Gordon
mary
Speed,
Sidney,
a
violin
solo,
Since
graduating,
Raff
h
a
i
Members of the team are Bill
ton; Rosanne Roe, Anaconda; Wil
it used to be in the Shack.”
Three
hundred
and
six
people
worked on a weekly in North Da Garrett, Dick Raymond, Audrey
Scott, Great Falls; Walter Coombs,
liam Andrews, Glendive, and and Evelyn McKee, Kevin, a man are taking university correspon
Still Has Shack Spirit
dolin solo. Ruth Nelson, Forsyth,
kota, on advertising for KGVO, on Darrow, Bertha Ramsay, Luella
Missoula; Louise Jarussi, Red John Williamson, Petersburg, Verna Green, Glasgow.
dence courses. Ninty-four are en “I’m used to working in the the Flathead Monitor at Kalispell, Head, Peggy Shannon, Rosemary’
will
tap
dance.
The
birthday
song
Lodge, and Mary Templeton, Hel Virginia, was admitted to St. Pat
rolled in extension courses.
Shack. I’d have a hard time find on the Helena Record-Herald as Speed and Joe Moran; second vio
will be sung by Ruth Harrison,
rick’s hospital Friday as a pneu
ena.
ing my way around here. We only sports writer and on the Montana lins, Mary Helen Dratz, principal,
Deer Lodge.
The group drove to S e a t t l e monia patient. His condition was
had three rooms over there.
Jane Burton, Florence Burnett,
Standard since July.
Helen Brumwell, Whitefish, will Mr., Mrs. Hennings
Thursday, where Coach Holm at reported not serious by Dr. Mere
“The old Shack spirit is here,
He works with three other grad David Housman, Helen Norman
give the birthday toast in the new
tended the sessions ot the Western dith Hesdorffer.
though,”,
he
said
in
the
approved
Visit Campus Friday
uates of the Montana School of Little, Maribeth Dwyer, and Bob
dormitory.
Montana Mayland,
^.Association of Teachers of Speech. Pierce Bailey, Stevensville, and
“old grad” manner. “It seems like Journalism on the Standard. Wal Zepp.
Fred Lombardi, Missoula, are also
H. W. Whicker, instructor in the Great Falls, and Katherine Kester,
coming back to the Shack.”
Violas, Dorothy Mueller, George
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Hennings,
ter Nelson is city editor, and Tom
Valier,
will
respond.
Betty
Fallon,
confined to local hospitals with English department, is not one of
When asked for reminiscences Wigal, Kaimin editor '36, and Owen Beagle and Professor Stanley Teel;
Board Will Open Bids
pneumonia. Bailey will be dis these literary boys who sit in front Helena, and Wanna Finely, Boze who recently were married in
from
the
old
days
of
editing
the
’cellos,
Doris Merriam, Kenneth
On Building Equipment charged this week, Dr. Hesdorffer of a fireplace and tell a thrilling man, will whistle a duet. Jose Bend, Oregon, visited the Forestry Kaimin, Raff said that the most in Grinde, ’38, are reporters.
Raff is married to the former Curfman, Adolph Kolitsch and
said.
sport story over a cup of tea. On phine Buergey, Great Falls, will school Friday, November 18. Hen
teresting experiences wouldn’t pass Ruth Brinck, ex-’36. “And," he Dale Galles; bass, Instructor Cla
The State Board of Education
the contrary, although Mr. Whick play a piano solo. June Edwards, nings, resident of Evanston, Illi
the censor board.
beams, “we have a son who was a rence Bell, Barbara Raymond and
wlil open bids for hardware, equip
er is capable of both writing and Malta, and Jane Chaffin, Bozeman, nois, was graduated from the uni
Alchemists
Will
Hear
H. S. Tupper.
Raff Likes Pictures
month old yesterday!”
ment and furniture for the Chem
telling a good story, he also is a will play a piano duet. Audree versity in 1936.
Flute, J o h n Kuenning and
Since
his
graduation
Hennings
The
Kaimin
has
added
a
column
Talk on Spectroscopy man of action.
istry-Pharmacy building, and for
Crail, Butte, will tap dance.
George Forrest; oboe, Emmett An
NOTICE
equipment and furniture for the
Girls in the new dormitory will has been associated with the Shev- to its size since his day. “The big
Mr. Whicker hied himself into
derson;
clarinet, Lois Dahl, Joseph
Members
of
the
Forestry
dub
F. W. Martin, instructor in chem the mountains near Ovando. When dance between courses. Both halls lin-Hixon Lumber company of gest improvement is the use of
Natural Science addition at
istry, will speak on “Spectroscopy” he returned to Missoula he was the will close their dinners with "Col Bend. His bride, whom he married more pictures. It certainly makes will have a smoker at 7:30 o’dock Newnes and Marie Bouchard; bas
meeting December 13.
November 16, is the former Vir a brighter, more attractive paper,” tomorrow night in the Forestry soon, Norman Anderson; comet,
Workmen have almost finished at the Alchemist club meeting bearer of a 300-pound buck.
lege Chums.”
John Billings and Robert Enevoldschool library.
ginia Banks of Bend. The couple Raff said.
the roof on the Natural Science Thursday at 7:45 o’clock in Old
Most pleased are members of the
Raff thinks that journalism stu A cappella choir and the Glee sen; horn, John A. Carver and Vir
were en route to Travers City,
addition and will start inside work Science hall.
Frank Bird Linderman club, a
CLUB TO MEET
ginia Miljer; trombone, Clifford
George Erickson, Missoula, will campus l i t e r a r y organization
soon. Cold weather has slowed up
Education club will meet at 7:30 Michigan, where Hennings will be dents now will have a firmer foun dubs will meet at 7:30 o’clock
work on the Chemistry-Pharmacy give a demonstration to accompany which plans a dinner in which o’clock Thursday in room 203 in come manager of a furniture com dation in newspaper work. “All Tuesday night in Dean DeLoss Cyr; tuba, Lucille Line; tympani,
Verna Young.
Smith's
studio.
this equipment gives you more op
building.
the speech.
pany.
venison will be the featured course. I Main. hall.

Joseph Gitin
To Give Talk
O n6Judiasm’

Holm Requests
9 6 F r e sh m e n
To Take Class

Austin and Simmons Confer
On University P WA Buildings

Newman Meeting
To Be Thursday,
Says Club Head

forestry School
Views Ski Show

Two Committees
To Give Reports

NYA Blanks
Are Available

Team Meets
17 Opponents
In Nine Days

Women Plan
Observances
Of Birthdays

“Pretty Fancy,” Exclaims
Colin Raff, Former Editor

Outside Courses
From University

Prove Attractive

Three are 111
Of Pneumonia

Rugged Author
Bags Big Buck
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Society

sure that everyone believed that he was very
Frank Stanton on Thanksgiving
tough and excellent.
day. Jean Olson was bridesmaid
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
Adolph, you see, had little worries besides
Kappa Kappa Gamma were May
his big worry. One of his little ones was quite
Olson, Charles Mueller, Maxine
humorous because people read other books
Stevens and Walt Millar
SOCIAL CALENDAR
besides Adolph’s textbook and Adolph could
Agnes Robinson, Sara Jane Mur
National Advertising Service, Inc.
phy
and Florence Walker spent the
n’t figure out what to do because if he ordered
Thursday, December I
Colitgt Publishers Representative
We
were
told
a
story
while
home
week-end
in Stevensville.
Union
Theater
Masquer
One-Act
Plays___________Student
4 2 0 MADICON AVI.
New YORK, N . Y.
people to forget how to read so they couldn’t
on vacation which took us down a
Sara Jane Barclay went to Hel
Friday, December 2
read other books, then they wouldn’t be able notch as far as patriotic pride goes.
ena
for
Thanksgiving;
Annabelle
Sigma Nu Formal_____________ _____________ Gold Room
to read his textbook and then they wouldn’t A couple of local boys went back Delta Gamma Formal........ ..........
................ Silver Room Hartwig to Dillon; Adele MacArknow that he, Adolph, was all-powerful like east for the Notre Dame game. Orchestra Concert_______________ Student Union Theater thur, Butte; Mary Alice Crutcher
Subscription price $2.60 per year
While in South Bend they called
and Mary Elizabeth Sandford, Kel
it says on pages one to 379, inclusive.
Saturday, December 3 ‘
the city rag to inquire about the
logg, Idaho; Catherine Berg, Liv
Printed by the School of Journalism Press
Now you might think, well, why doesn’t he Montana State university-Montana Theta Chi Fireside.—_________________ __________House ingston, and Alberta Annon, Seeley
Sigma Chi Fall Dance___________________________ House
KfcjSS
burn the other books? Adolph finally thought State college game. After a per Phi Delta Theta Formal___________ !_______ — Gold Room Lake.
of
that
too,
but
the
fire
got
too
hot
and
he
had
plexed pause a tired voice retorted, Alpha Tau Omega Newspaper Party________________ House
Virginia Doepker, Martha Jen
BILL FORBIS .
“Where in blazes is Montana?”
kins and Marion Nankervis went to
to quit.
Butte for the week-end, Edith TonThe brilliance of the Thanksgiving season collegiately con
Well anyway, Adolph, who controlled threegren to Helena and Jeanette Merk
Heard Mrs. Turner dare Mrs.
fourths of Everything, decided to kill Izzy Brantly to smoke a cigarette last sisted of radiations out of Missoula. Fifty girls from the new to Kalispell.
New Lights
dormitory,
eighty
from
North
hall,
and
the
exodus
from
the
after which the world would be filled, see week and add jokingly she’d give
pages one to 379, inclusive, with pure Aryan her $25 if she would. Mrs. B., sorority and fraternity houses resulted in a quiet week-end Phi Delts Attend
For University
reaching for a Lucky, requested the for students remaining in Missoula.
Parker-Stanton Wedding
Backed by five property-holding social fra fun and light-heartedness.
proposition be put in writing. Mrs.
Jack Hay, Bill Baucus and Ralph
So Adolph went over to Izzy’s house and Turner let the whole matter drop.
ternities, a project for the better lighting of
Alpha Chi Omega entertained at Wanderer went to Butte for
Daly avenue has recently been completed. kicked out the windows. This was good
a fireside Thursday night.
Thanksgiving, where they attended
Frank Smith dropped in while
Gracefully designed lamp posts, complete strategy because the draft would make Izzy
Ruth McKee, Great Falls; Fran the wedding of Grace Parker and
ces Price, Kalispell; Loretta Coy, Frank Stanton.
with an underground system which eliminates catch pneumonia or something. So Izzy was we were typing this so we inter
viewed him—not having to ask any
Laurel; Mabel Nelson, Martinsdale;
overhead wires, are supplying brilliant, non forced to move. And as he walked sadly down
Eleanor Warren, Great Falls, and
the street, Adolph hid in doorways and fired questions at all and not even being
Phi Sigma Kappa entertained
glare illumination the length of the avenue.
able to get a word in edgewise. “I
Ruth Larsen^ Thompson Falls, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Love and Wal
his slingshot at Izzy’s departing back.
“The
team
was
welcomed
well;
expect it to be a definite setback to
Now comes the information that the uni
went home for the week-end.
lace
Love, Butte; Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Well, Izzy had some friends who told him to the co-eds hereabout,” said he in the quality of the greeting was all
versity will co-operate in a similar project
Jean Yardley went to Livingston; ward Furlong, Missoula; John Roy.
come over and stay with them. So he did, and joyful tones, “but I have just an right but there might easily have Isabelle Jeffers, Ennis; Kathryn Havre, and Bob and John Milofor the better lighting of University avenue.
Adolph didn’t have anyone to pick on because nounced my marriage. Ah, it’s love been greater volume. The Arizona Mellor, Poison; Nina Weber, Deer dragovich, Butte, at Thanksgiving
The change will affect thirteen faculty
this place where Izzy went was down south —you’ll never know.” (At this game certainly provided sincerity Lodge; Patty Hutchinson, Great dinner.
point we attempted to protest.)
and enthusiasm for our Thanks Falls; Emma Mason, Helena; Fran Charles Ames went to Spokane
members and six fraternities as well as other
in the one-fourth of Everything that Adolph
“She teaches school in Baker. giving. Too bad the campus was ces Cook, Spokane; Sylvia Mar- for the week-end; Leonard Daems
property holders along University avenue.
didn’t own.
Great little town, Baker; I would hushed in the vacation quiet—we sell, Havre, and Marion Young, and Roy Hokanson, Bozeman; Sam
The Kaimin feels that University avenue resi
So Adolph glued another page in his book like to run for mayor. You know, might have done something worth
Marra, Havre; Dave Thompson
dents should and will back the project for which said something about Aryan destiny. everyone knows me in Baker (did while here at home when the final Superior.
Alpha Delta Pi entertained at Box Elder; Gayne Moxness, Ta
several reasons.
Thanksgiving dinner Mr. and Mrs. coma; Dell Stangland, Miles City.
This gave Adolph an excuse to jump onto the I tell you She’s in Baker); every score Was announced.
First, the merits of Daly avenue’s new one-fourth of Everything he didn’t have a big one knows me in Baker, I spent a “Students used to put more vim Alfred Graesser (Mrs. Graesser is Dick Wilkinson, Butte, and Bob
week there. Stop laughing, I’m into their victory celebrations, I the former Winona Gitchell), Lau Fillenworth, Circle.
lighting have put the project beyond the con enough voice to reach. John, who owned some really serious; I’m in love.
believe,” continued Dean Stone, rence Osbumson, Horace Leithead,
Mary Bosseler was a guest of
fines of a noble experiment. Daly residents, of this land, said, “Look, we will give this land
“She was here for the holidays reminiscently. “I’ve seen a good Walter Shassner, Bill Andreason, Mary Lou Milne in Bonner over
students and passersby have commented fa to Adolph like he wants and then he won’t be but she’s going to finish the school many of them and have joined in Frances Cardozo, Helen Johnson, the Thanksgiving holidays.
year in Baker—that’s where she
vorably on the effects of the new lighting.
angry at us.” But by this time Izzy had moved teaches, Baker. High school she a lot of them. One of them which I Nell O’Conner, Mrs. Helmer Gron- Bob Rice went to Butte for the
Second comes one of better lighting’s un elsewhere—he had to live somehow—and so teaches and you don’t have to tell recall is worth recounting, as it hovd, nee Edith Peterson, and Cla week-end; Bob Fletcher, Helena;
adds force to a comment which rence Graham.
Louis Hartsell, Anaconda; Don and
seen effects. Burglary insurance rates are Adolph had to pursue him some more.
them Baker high school; let ’em came from one of Paul Domblaser’s Elaine Tipton spent the week Duke Gilbert, Dillon, and Billy
lower for well-lighted property. The secondIt was sort of silly because every time figure that out for themselves.
close friends.
end in Olney; Rachel Trask, Deer Sullivan, Butte.
“But please do not make it pub
story man, the clothesline snitcher and the Adolph- threw Izzy out, he had to run after
“The two were classmates, fra Lodge; Vera -Wilson, Lillian Tay Nora Handley, Libby, spent the
lic that I am seriously considering
lor,
Elizabeth Wood and Isabel Thanksgiving week-end with her
casual pilferer seek darker spots.
tem
ity
brothers
and
in
the
same
Izzy in order to lick him some more to prove passing out cigars at the M Club
Parsons, Helena; Edna Ann Galt,
Third, according to statistics from the Na that he, Adolph, was a great man like the smoker—no, no guests will be in backfield. It was after the war Great Falls; Peggy Carlson, Cho- sister, Winifred, at North hall.
Mary Templeton has returned to
and this friend was reading some
tional Safety council, traffic accidents de book said. (Pretty soon people began to won vited. Gee, I wish I was back in
thing which had been written teau; Winnie .Gordon, Fort Benton; North hall from a trip to Tacoma
Baker
again.
You
can’t
take
any
crease as street lights increase. Any thorough der whether the author wrote the book or the
about Dorn. He turned to me and Helen Heidel, Broadus; Becky with the university debate squad.
thing seriously.”
Vonnie Kalberg was a luncheon
fare which handles as much auto traffic, espe book wrote the author.)
said: ‘That’s all right. Dorn de Brandberg, Hamilton, and Sally
guest of Maxine Emmett at North
cially night traffic, as University avenue needs
Anyway, Adolph threw Izzy into Africa. 1 Follow-up on that story Pete serves it all. But you make the Hopkins in Paradise.
hall Wednesday.
mistake
here
of
painting
Dorn
as
plenty of uniformly distributed non-glare And, of course, then he had to save Africa Kotsakis told of shooting a 12
Sunday dinner guests of Alpha
an angel. He wasn’t. He’ll always Sultzer Is
light.
from Izzy. So he threw Izzy out of Africa and pound goose with a .22 calibre
be a memory and a tradition, as he Formally Pledged
Fourth, the sum of the benefits of better down.into the Antarctic. Now Africa was pistol. The ATO’s are nursing should be, but Montana should
Delta Delta Delta formally
broken teeth from the buckshot
lighting will be the increase of the value of bigger than Adolph had any idea, so he had they ran into while consuming it. member him as a human being— pledged Ruth Sultzer, Butte, Tues
REASONABLE
not as a stained-glass window.’
to transfer some of his bully crew from the
residence property on University avenue.
day*
BOARD AND ROOM
“It was after the Bobcat game
Late Sunday evening*Mrs. Alex
Who pays for all this? In the long run it north end o f three-fourths of Everything to
the last game of the season—so the
1% Blocks from U
Thanksgiving dinner guests of
pays' for itself. Initial installation cost is the south end of three-fourths of Everything Peterson, Sigma Nu housemother, team joined in the celebration. It Kappa Alpha Theta were Mrs,
thought she saw a mouse peeking
521 Eddy Ave.
in
order
to
get
things
under
control.
Eventu
spread over a period of eight years. Lower
coyly from ’neath the sofa. In an was a gay and more or less noisy Tylar B. Thompson, Bud and Lyle
insurance rate?, decreased theft and burglary ally Adolph got straightened around in Africa swer to her cry for help came Bill crowd. Lew (Luke) Hunt was one Zimmerman, Dayl Graves, Frank
losses and increased property values mean and decided, to save the Antarctic from Izzy. Lazetich, Aldo Forte, and Wes of the gang. Luke played in the Nugent, Katherine Sire and Mar
So he chased Izzy out of the Antarctic and up Morris armed with brooms and. band. He had music in his soul jorie Sampson.
actual financial gains.
and it found vent through a slide
Katherine Sire left Missoula Fri
paddles and clubs and such.
the other side of Everything.
Beginning Thursday or Friday of this week,
trombone. He was a football fan, day for a-10-day trip to Chicago.
The mouse died laughing.
University avenue householders will be of All the time Adolph had to move his threetoo; but he found it impossible
Jean Olson, Helen Hoeming and
fully to express his enthusiastic Jean Sheppard went to Butte for
fered legally drawn petitions brought to their fourths of Everything in order to follow Izzy
like
the
book
said.
This
kept
up
until
Berlin,
elation over the outcome of that the wedding of Grate Parker to • R E D & W H I T E •
doors by Kaimin representatives. The Kaimin
particular game without the ac
hopes to get signatures from all University which was Adolph’s adopted home town, was
Groceries, Fresh Fruits and
companiment of his trombone.
Dear Sir:
avenue residents and hopes especially for ac outside of the three-fourths of Everything
Vegetables - Confectionery
When the valiant Silvertip Griz “So, all through the hours of that Two Graduates
that
he
controlled.
And,
of
course,
Izzy,
who
and School Supplies
tive support from people connected with the
nocturnal celebration he and his
had been chased completely around the world, zlies take to the football field, win
Wed Thursday
OPPOSITE
university.
or lose, they are always the vali trombone blared the glories of the
NEW TRI DELT HOUSE
had to settle in Berlin which was the only ant Silvertip Grizzlies. Win, they copper, silver and gold; they as
place left.
trounced a strong foe. Lose, they serted positively and musically
Grace Parker, daughter of Sam
Well, Adolph, who was getting a bit tired were weakened by hospital cases from what definite locality the uel R. Parker of Butte, and Frank
The Voice
squeal
of
the
pig
would
emanate
and
bad
breaks.
They
are
never
Stanton,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
and was floundering around somewhat bewilIn the Wilderness
deredly in the strange country, sent back to out-classed, out played and com they declared positively that we Stanton of Hamilton, were mar
never
would
yield.
ried Thursday afternoon at the R.
Herr Adolph was a great genius, anyone Berlin for some more textbooks. (No one had pletely befoozled by the opposi
tion.
“Dofnblaser tolerated it—he was T. McCulloh home in Butte. Both
could tell you that. In fact, if they didn’t, they told him that he no longer owned Berlin.)
Last week the Montana Mas tolerant, anyway, and he loved Mr. and Mrs. Stanton were gradu
wasn’t. Well, Adolph decided that since he
Izzy was a forgiving soul so he fixed up the quers produced “Stage Door”, the Luke—but, as the p r o c e s s i o n ated from Montana State univer
was a great man, of course he ought to rule rusty presses and printed a new edition of the fall quarter major. It was well neared the end of its line of march sity in 1937.
something. That was only logical, so Adolph book. But some little Nazi rascal instinctively received by the student body, —it had been a long and devious The ceremony was performed by
set about becoming the great exalted ruler. tore up the original manuscript, so the origi townspeople and faculty. Many line and the break of dawn was not Rev. A. C. Caton of the Butte
of the leading roles were played far off—Dorn turned to Luke who Mountain View Methodist church.
He had a textbook which told exactly how to
nal pages from one to 379, inclusive, were by inexperienced freshmen and had been at his side all night, Nuptial music was played by Miss
do it. It was a most excellent book, everyone missing. But Izzy found the extra page about
sophomores who, for the first time, didn’t say a word, and reached for Betty Schultz of Helena. Miss
told him it was, and anyway he knew it was Aryan destiny which Adolph had glued in and saw themselves on a university the trombone.
Jean Olson of Billings was brides
because he wrote it himself, only he liked to this Izzy printed in beautiful bound volumes stage. The post-mortem comment
The adjustable horn was waver- maid.
Ask the Pullman porter
indicated that more students liked ingly quavering that Montana was
have people tell him it was.
— he sees a lot of shoes
The young couple are taking, a
and sent to Adolph.
every night on his c a r ...
the play than disliked it.
to go up and the foe was to go down wedding trip to the west coast be
Well, Adolph had one great problem, and
and lately porters on all
Adolph and the rest read the book with
When a football player misses a
fore returning to make their home
trains have been seeing
he also had one great failing. This great fail great reverence and, having forgotten the block or tackle or pass, it is the when Dorn grabbed it. That was in Missoula. Mr. Stanton is as
the last note ever sounded by that
more Jarm an Airflators
ing was an arm and a voice that, bellow as other pages from one to 379, inclusive, as breaks. The opposition was rush trombone. Dorn swung it high sistant athletic director at the uni
. . . because the Word has
been getting
around
loud as he could, would only take in about sumed that this stuff about Aryan destiny ing him, the officials failed to see and brought it down across the versity.
about the special Airthe clipping, the runner side limb of a maple—the trees were
three-fourths of Everything.
flator innersole and how
must mean to wander about like they were stepped the tackier and many other
it cushions and fits die
His one great problem was a fellow named doing. And—can you imagine it—to this very excuses. “In “Stage Door”, Effi- small then. There it hung. ‘Let’s
hollows on the bottom of
COMPLETE
go to bed,’ said Dorn. And they did.
the foot . . . making a
Izzy. Izzy was a harmless chap who just day they are wandering about in the strange ellen Jeffries, sophomore and act Luke and Dorn lived at the same
BANKING SERVICE
grand shoe experience in
wanted to live peaceably. The textbook said land, fulfilling their destiny like the book ing in her first major role, “be house. Luke wept but didn’t say
store for yon . . . Come
in and try on a pair of
came strident” in the more press a word. He loved that trombone— The Western Montana
that this was wrong, and anyway Adolph says.
Airflators . . . They’re
ing parts of her act. Elaine Bas
National Bank
wanted to whale hell out of Izzy just to prove
only $6.50, most styles.
And no longer do people believe that it is ket, also comparatively inexperi but he worshiped Dorn.
Missoula, Montana
that he, Adolph, was very tough and most ex Moses whose thin, plaintive voice is heard. enced, was “beautiful but not very “I met Luke last summer. He
cellent. This was because Adolph wasn’t quite No, it is only Adolph, crying in the wilderness. good”. Dale Graves, who carried lives in Chicago now but comes
home at least once a year. He re

TINX and
JANIE

The Montana Kaimin

Dean Stone
Remembers

UNIVERSITY
GROCERY

Chi Omega were Ruth Hauck, Mrs.
Charles Trekell and Marie Trekell.
All members of Delta Gamma
living in the chapter house went
home for the week-end.
Members of Sigma Kappa en
joyed a Thanksgiving dinner down
town.
Rhea and Lura Fewkes went to
Spokane for the week-end; Betty
Bernard and Theola Muile, Kalis
pell; Dorothy Dyer, Hamilton; Vir
ginia Horton, Butte, and Joyce
Paulson, Sand Coulee.
Marge Mumm and Ruth Gormley were dinner guests of Sigma
Kappa Friday.
Ed Kent, '38, newly elected
county attorney of Granite county,
was a guest of Sigma Phi Epsilon
over the week-end.
Wyman Zachary was a Thanks
giving dinner guest of Alpha Tau
Omega.
Dale Roisden, Harold Price, Wil
liam Parker and Dungan MacCauley went to Laurel for the week
end.
Edward Chouinard and Peter
Kamps spent the week-end in
Butte.

Walford Electric Co.
Phone 3566

Exclusively Electrical
Stewart-Warner Radios

tu iin iE t
maV cp'm- n o w

7

“ANGELS WITH
DIRTY FACES”
James Cagney
Pat O’Brien
Dead-End Kids
------------ ADDED_______ ‘
Eleanor Whitney
Johnnie Downs
— In —

“It’s In the Stars”
“The Immortal Brush”
THURSDAY

Shirley Temple
— In —

“JU S T ARO U N D
TH E CORNER"
--------- HIT NO. 2 ----------

“ Service DeLuxe”
Constance Bennett
Charles Ruggles

“WHAT EVERY BOY
SHOULD KNOW”
Lew Lehr

7-8:45

NO W

ALICE FAYE
DON AMECHE
TYRONE POWER
--------------a l s o -------------Roy Rogers

“ Come on Rangers’’

“Sho Good Lookin’
..and Good Feelio’ ”

Tentative
Exam Schedule
Hours which the registrar’s of
fice has tentatively arranged for
examinations this quarter follow.
Exam week is Monday, December
12, to Thursday, December 15.
Monday—8 to 10 o’clock, *8
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock,
chemistry 11a (all sections), eco
nomics 14a (all sections), jour
nalism 36, zoology 101, forestry 46
and forestry 40a; 1:10 to 3:10
o'clock, *3 o’clocks, German 126,
zoology 23, forestry 31 and bac
teriology 1; 3:20 to 5:20 o’clock,

business administration 132, home
economics 133, journalism 42,
music 155, physical education 63a
and physical education 148.
Tuesday—8 to 10 o’clock, *11
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock,
biological science 13a (all sec
tions), physical science 17a (all
sections), and psychology 11 (all
sections); 1:10 to 3:10 o’clock, *2
o'clocks and forestry 36a; 3:20 to
5:20 o’clock, military science 11a
and 12a.
Wednesday—8 to 10 o'clock, *9
o’clocks; 10:10 to 12:10 o’clock, so
cial science 11a (all sections),
mathematics 18 (all sections), and
business administration 131; 1:10
to 3:10 o’clock, *1 o’clocks, eco

nomics 103; 3:20 to 5:20fc business
administration 11 (all sections),
home economics 117a (both sec
tions), journalism 22a and jour
nalism 49.
Thursday—8 to 10 o’clock, *10
o’clocks and forestry 11a; 10:10 to
12:10 o’clock, humanities 15a (all
sections), economics 15 (both sec
tions), and English 25a.
Starred classes will take exams
at the hour indicated unless they
are listed elsewhere on the sched
ule. All classes meeting on Tues
day and Thursday have been as
signed at a period when all stu
dents will be clear of conflicts.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

quite an important part in the membered the celebration and he
drama, was not even mentioned in still mourned for the horn. But he j
the “write-up”. Mr. Larrae Hay- loved Dorn—and so did we all." 1
don, who is new here this year, re
TH EA TER
ceived commendation on his sets.
Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
How was the play he directed?
Wednesday and Thursday
Personally I can’t see where it
is good journalism, good ethics or
WAYNE MORRIS in
good taste to praise a t h l e t i c
“ T H E K ID C O M E S
prowess and run to the ground a
B A C K ’’
dramatic production which took
just as much time, just as much
“ Blazing Barriers”
talent and just as much effort as a
With EDW. ARNOLD, JR.
football game.
Sincerely,
— Added —
KEN KIZER.
Charlie McCarthy Comedy
SOLD T RENTED - REPAIRED
— At —
NOTICE

C O M M U N IT Y

TYPEWRITERS

WAA board will meet at 5 o'clock
Wednesday in the Eloise Knowles
room.

LISTER’S

No. 12 Hammond Arcade

STUDENTS 15c
Anytime Except Thursdays

the
Airflator

25c

“Alexander’s Ragtime
Band’’
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Grizzlies Win Intersectional Game
Touchdown Thornally

M ontana P lays W ell
T o D efeat A rizonans
In T h rillin g C onflict

“Jiggs” Dahlberg, varsity bas
ketball coach, has announced sev
eral new basketball rules which
will be used by Montana during
the coming season.
Perhaps the most important of
these is the rule which states: “The
rule which forbids a player from
being in his free-throw lane more

Bob Thornally Intercepts Pass and Races 20 Yards
For Only Touchdown of Hard Game;
Arizona’s Stars Checked
A fighting pack of Montana Grizzlies wrote the final and
thrilling chapter on their 1938 grid season by defeating a pow
erful Arizona eleven, 7-0, Thanksgiving day in Tucson. The
warriors were handed a warm reception by jubilant students
and townspeople as they arrived in Missoula yesterday after
noon from their lengthy southern trip.
Battling a formidable intersec-'
tional foe which had just won
smashing triumphs from Centenary
and Marquette, the Grizzlies ig
nored the odds against them and
played superb football in the un
der-dog role. Coach Douglas Fes
senden placed the strongest team
Dean J. E. Miller, faculty repre
he had been able to gather all year
on the Tucson turf and it complete sentative; Doug Fessenden, sports
director,
and Kirk Badgley, athletic
ly mastered the vaunted Arizona
eleven. Led by a flerce-charging manager, will leave Thursday to
line, the Montana gridders sheared attend the Pacific Coast conference
the claws of such mighty Wildcats football meetings in Palm Springs,
as Bronko Smilanich and Hoss California, December 6 and 7.
Dean Miller will attend the Pa
Neilson, prospective all-Americans,
and decisively won their third cific Coast faculty conference,
straight game and fifth of the sea which discusses football rules and
regulations. Coach Fessenden meets
son.
Playing before a sell-out crowd with other coaches to talk over
under a hot Arizona sun, the in rules and schedules. Manager
vading Montanans were magnifi Badgley will attend the Pacific
cent in whipping the Cats in every Coast Athletic Managers’ associa
department of the game. The Griz tion meeting, which recommends
zlies completely controlled play schedules and discusses finances.
The three Montana representa
throughout the first half. They
charged downfield time after time tives will be guests of the Univer
and had their attack stopped by sity of Southern California at the
missed field-goal attempts and a USC-Notre Dame game Saturday.
tightened defense. The Wildcats,
in the meantime, were able to Southern California
penetrate Grizzly sou only to th e 1
Gets Rose Bowl Bid
45-yard stripe in the lop-sided first
half.
Pacific Coast conference officials
THORNALLY SCORES
have announced that Southern
The only score of the game came
California is the choice of the ten
midway in the second period. Smi
conference schools to represent the
lanich faded far back for a pass,
West in the New Year’s Rose Bowl
being pursued by Dolan and Wil
game.
liams. On the Arizona 5-yard line
he let his rushed pass fly and it
settled into the eager arms of Cen the day was recovered by alert
ter Bob Thornally, who grabbed it Grizzlies. Each of Fessenden’s men
on the 19 and ran behind perfect played hard football and the se
interference across the goal. Perry niors ended their collegiate careers

Three to Attend
Football Meeting
In Palm Springs

Stenson, who had his sights awry I
a ®ame °* £'ory' *'re<^ Jsnkin,
on field goal attempts during the wlth his distance Puntil>8 and
afternoon, booted the extra point speed dashes- and Bm Lazetich,
for safe measure.
| who ran hard’ pushing over a
necessary one yard for a first down
Montana clearly outplayed the
and making the longest run of the
ever-dangerous Wildcats and were
game, were Montana’s offensive
threatened only in a third-quarter
spearheads. Rollie Lundberg’s great
uprising when Fred Jenkin’s quick

than three seconds will not to a

player who is in the half of his
Hoop Team
free-throw circle nearer the cen
ter provided he does not have the
Will Utilize ball."
This means that a player
without the ball may stand in the
outer half of the offensive freeNew Rules throw
circle indefinitely.
Other rules and changes are:
Endlines—For those whose court
will permit it the end lines may be
four feet instead of two feet behind
the base of the backboard. The
result will be less out-of-bounds
play.
Substitutions—Substitutions are
not to be permited at intervals fol
lowing a goal and after the ball is
put into play from out-of-bounds
unless a charge time-out or time
out for injury has been declared.
Time-out — By mutual agree
ment, games between teams over
the high school age may be played
in quarters with a two-minute in
termission. This change is aimed
to reduce the strenuousness of the
game and Montana will do what
ever the opposing team desires.
“Personally, I prefer four quar
ters in a game to two halves,” said
Coach Dahlberg.
Jump Balls—The jump ball rule,
that all jumps must take place at
least six feet from the nearest
boundary line, now applies to the
end lines as well as the side lines.
Five Time-outs Allowed
Five Time-outs—Another change
to make the game less strenuous al
lows teams to take five time-outs.
Additional time-outs may be taken
at the expense of a technical foul
whether or not there is an emer
gency or injury.
Ten-second Rule — This r u l e
clarifies the regular ten-second
rule in stating that “on the division
line between the halves of the
court” is to be considered in the
back court, whereas formerly it
was considered in either court the
player with the ball desired.
Tip-in Shots—If the ball is in the
air on a try for goal when the peri
od is ended, subsequent touching
of the ball by a teammate of the
shooter voids the goal. However,
if the ball is touched by a de
fensive player the goal counts if it
is made.

men and coaches and one who will
be a guide to that crop of freshmen
coming up.
Next Thursday Montana’s repre
sentatives travel to California to
sit in on the annual Pacific Coast
football gathering. The moguls will
lay plans for the coming season
and make the schedules. The Griz
zlies Will probably play Washing
ton next year in addition to usual
foes of Idaho, Gonzaga, Texas
Tech, Montana State and probably
Bob Thornally supplied the winning touchdown in Montana’s 7-0 San Francisco. Butte fanatics are
triumph over Arizona Thursday when he intercepted a pass and gal angling for a game with Montana
loped 19 yards to score. Thornally will be back to bolster Fessenden’s opposing some prominent mid-west
line next year.
eleven to be played in Butte. But.
the schedule for Missoula comes
first.
If you are studying the baffling
bowl situation, let us offer a fiveply suggestion which might help.
A half dozen teams have the
JOE GRIZZLY, Prop.
“feelers”. The west coast repre
sentative was chosen yesterday.
Here is how we think they play
That twinkling triumph over Arizona’s Mildcats in which and why:
the Grizzlies unleashed the savage strength they have had all Rose Bowl:. Southern California
season but were unable to use because of injuries, meant the vs. Duke. The Trojans have more
difference between a dismal year and a successful season. Win power than California, but what if
they lose their third of the season
ning their second game deep in the South in as many years, against Notre Dame Saturday?
the prowling Grizzlies brought the schedule home with a rec Duke, greatest defensive team in
ord of five wins, three losses and a tie.
the land, has been invited and it’s
A loss last week would have#--------------------------------------------- easy to accept.
meant four, four for .500 per cent. given his best for 60 minutes of
Sugar Bowl: Tennesse vs. Carne
The Arizona battle was the third every game; Ferry Stenson, Kalls- gie Tech: Both teams have been
straight victory for Montana with pell, the fleet-footed beefy who was asked, according to inside dope.
the opposition getting blanked. converted from a fallback to a fine Both teams are big and powerful
When the season starts next year, running guard; Jack Hoon, Helena, and would make a mighty battle.
the Grizzlies can start stretching the fast-stepping end with plenty
Orange Bowl: Villanova vs. Tex
the string.
of speed and a knack of catching as Tech. Two undefeated elevens
passes;
Frank
Nugent,
Miles
City,
will
battle in the Miami classic.
Yes, that last one was an actual
Cotton Bowl: Oklahoma vs.
indication of ihe power and the a deadly tackier, tough and highability the Grizzlies have. If Coach spirited, who is the boy around Texas Christian. The plenty okay
Intramural Swimming
Fessenden had been able to use the whom Fessenden will have to build Oklahoma Sooners pitted against
Schedule
lineup he had against Arizona his 1939 backfield; Harry Shaffer, the pride of the southwest with AllThursday, Montana’s record today Butte, a tackle whose speed and American, half-pint Dave O’Brien
aggressiveness
was
halted
by
the
Wednesday—PDT vs. PSK; ATO
leading the way seems to be a good
would be absolutely untarnished of
vs. SPE; SN vs. SAE.
defeat. The Montanamen played Nodak game injury; Emil Tabarac- setup.
their finest brand last week, charg ci, Great Falls, who is a good work Sun Bowl: New Mexico vs. West Friday—ATO vs. PSK; SAE vs.
ing hard, ball hawking, tackling er and plays consistently at end, ern reserve. New Mexico is “in” SPE; PDT vs. SX.
viciously and playing brilliantly on another victim of the injury ogre and undefeated Western Reserve
All teams must be in the plunge
this year; Glenn VanBramer, Bil- wants to play. What are your room at 4:45 o’clock on these days
defense.
or forfeit the meet.
The final score was a robber as iltags’ a scrappy’ determined Itoe- guesses?
far as the intersectional teams were man p*ay*n ? a*
guard spot,
concerned because the Grizzlies I^ ^ s not many of them, but each
clearly outplayed their rivals i n ! candidate has won his spurs in batSHOP at
every department. When you stop j **e‘
to consider that Montana missed | So when you vote, Grizzlies, pick
three field goals, were 23 yards |n o t your favorite pal, but a player
from scoring territory at the final who has the gifts of an inspiring
For CAMPUS CLOTHES
gun, held the vaunted Cats to eight leader, a cheerful and determined
scant yards on four plays follow fighter, a true friend of all squading a blocked kick on the Grizzly
20, then you get some idea of Mon
tana’s superior play.
A N D LOOK HOW CHUBBINS Y&
HAS GROW N.1 VOU
There is one more duty for the
PRO BABLY DON'T R E 
gridders to perform and that is to
M E M B E R T H E LA S T
T IM E YOU SAW M E , BUT
elect a new captain at the annual
IT W AS A N E VE N TFU L
banquet. Juniors who are eligible
DWj NMYUFE^ ^
to receive the honor and take up
IS THIS A CHILDHOOD
the flambeau from Lazetich and
STORY I HAVEN'T HEARD
Dolan are: Bob Thornally, Chicago,
" " — ABOUT, DADDY?
who is a hard-working center, fine
team player and recent overnight!
hero; Roger Lundberg, Inverness,
rough and gallant guard, who has

Y e Sporte Shoppe

kick bounced off a Grizzly l i n e - ! ™ * and ^ B
o
b
man’s back and Arizona’s captain, L . .C
c es ' n
™
_ _
..
, „
.. .
defensive play and Doc Brower’s
George Ahee, fell on the ball on i . , , .
.... ,
. „
™
j ™™,
blocking were vital factors in the
Montana’s 20. Four downs netted
well-earned victory.
only eight yards and Montana took
Credit cannot be denied the Mon
the ball on downs.
tana line, which held the power
Arizona's Grief in Brief
house rushes of 221-pound Neilson
A punting duel between Jenkin and 200-pound Smilanich down to
and Smilanich and Stenson's first mere two-and three-yard advances
missed three-point try were fea all day. Roger Lundberg, while he
tures of the feeling-out first stanza. wasn’t busy picking up fumbles,
Beal and Lazetich zoomed through tackled in his usual brilliant manconsistently for good gains and ner. On either side of Perry Stenbrought the leather in scoring ter- son at guard and Bob Thornally,
ritory. Stenson missed his second who both played bruising ball,
field goal attempt to start the ac were three aggressive, non-stoption in the second quarter. Wild pable tackles, A1 Forte, Sam Rob
cat Smilanich stole a Montana pass, erts and Tom O’Donnell. Chuck
tried a pass himself which was in Williams and J o h n n y Dolan
tercepted by Roger Lundberg, and charged hard.
the stage was set for Thomally’s
Montana out-statisticked t h e
coupe de grace. Smilanich’s pass home team in making 12 first
went astray and Thornally caught downs to seven for the Wildcats.
it and ran the 19 yards for the six The Grizzlies gathered 137 yards
big points.
from scrimmage plays to 107 for
RIGHT THROUGH THE DAY
Arizona came back snarling in Arizona.
the third quarter, and after the
( HEUSEN \
kickoff Neilson reeled off a 13-yard
I
I
sprint which was Arizona’s longest
\SHIHTS/
single scrimmage gain. Jenkin’s
kick hit a Grizzly lineman and WILL TAKE passengers to Cleve
The only ehlrt with a Van
land or points this side for Xmas
Ahee recovered on Montana’s 20.
Heusen Collar attached. It
will n ot wilt or wrinkle, and
A line plunge, a lateral, a pass were vacation. Call Dick Poston or Gille
Wooten, 6876.
needs no starch. For smooth
futile, but a final pass was good,
"AT ATTENTION” sm art,
but not good enough, on the Mon
ness see the new complete
tana 12. Jenkin’s series of booming
line of Van Huesenc 1 a Keep Your Radio Dial Set On
shirts. . » . « . • • •
punts set the attacking southerners
back and the Grizzly got out of a
bad position. Neilson tried the line
again, his favorite trick, but it Your Friendly Columbia Station
didn’t work, and Smilanich kicked
—KGVO in Missoula
back. Starting the final quarter,
Montana launched another drive.
Lundberg’s passing to Jenkin and
Dolan placed the ball on the Ari
zona- 7, where Stenson missed a
field goal attempt by inches. Ari
zona then started to throw des
perate long passes and monkeyed
with laterals in an effort to score.
Sandwiches and Malted Milks delivered free, in one
Neilson fumbled, Beal recovered
dozen lots or more. Less than dozen lots, I5c delivery
and Montana had the ball on Ari
charge. Call
zona’s 28-yard line and were back
at their habit of marching when
the gun sounded.
Every Grizzly played vicious and
718 South Higgins
Phone 6115
heady football. Every fumble of

Classified Ads

1260

P E N N E Y ’S

I

W E W ER E VISITING TH E C AP TAIN ON HIS SHIR AND
YOU THREW HIS TOBACCO T IN OVERBOARD. I CAN
SEE T H E EXPRESSIO N O N Y O U R FACE Y E T

OH, I THINK.
B Y THIS T IM E
YOU WOULD
HAVE D I S 
COVERED THAT

THAT'S L IK a y . B U T I'M GLAD
I LEAR NED IT SO EARLY. LOOK
A T THE YEARS I'V E HAD TO
ENJOY P.A1S E X T R A M ILD N E S S /

HEADQUARTERS FOR
FINE SKI EQUIPMENT

HARDWARE
DEPARTMENT

Edge Grain Yellow Pine S k is . $1.35 Up
Made from carefully selected quarter sawed stock, by the
same skilled craftsmen who make our higher priced hard
wood skis, finished with a walnut color. Scientifically designed
for speed, durability and complete satisfaction. Mortised and
supplied with leather straps. Conway buckles and rubber foot
rests. Tapered single groove. Reinforced heel.
MADE IN LENGTHS OF 4, 5, SV2, 6, 6'A AND 7 FEET

Hard Maple Flat Top S k is . . . $4.50 Up
Made of finest selected stock, finished in beautiful, dark ma
hogany color. Reinforced heel. Tapered single groove. Rub
ber foot rest.
MADE IN LENGTHS OF 4 ,5 ,5 * 4 ,6 ,6 *4 ,7,7*6 AND 8 FEET

Hickory Flat Top Touring S k is . . $7.50
Are made of the finest quality straight-grained second-growth
hickory, with top edges rounded and finished in a rich brown
color, hand rubbed. These skis are especially recommended
for hard service and will wear better than any other wood
known. Equipped with reinforced heel, tapered groove and
heavy foot rests. Not mortised.
MADE IN LENGTHS OF 6, 6*A, 6*4, 6% , 7, 7%, 7*4, 8 FEET

Hickory Slalom S k is .................. $12.50
Are designed for “Slalom” or downhill racing, which is done
on long declines or mountain sides and are therefore of a
wider, more flexible design, to facilitate easier and quicker
steering. Lightness and strength are both secured by the spe
cial design which puts strength and weight only where essen
tial. They have a rich brown, hand-rubbed finish and are
equipped with extra heavy rubber foot rests, reinforced heel,
tapered groove. Not mortised.
MADE IN LENGTHS OF 6, 6>4, 6Y-, 6% , 7, 7J4, 7J4 FEET

Pike’s Peak S k is ......................... $12.50
Ridge top hickory, made by Groswold. Have plain edges.

G R O S W O L D G U A R A N T E E D S K IS
Guaranteed One Year
Plain edges__________
Combination e d g e ............................. ............

.......

$17.00
$23,50
$35.00

SKI BINDINGS
GB STREAMLINE CABLE BINDING—DeLuxe Model,
$6.95 pr.
GB STREAMLINE CABLE BINDING—Rear Throw Model.
Co’mplete with streamline toe irons, $6.00 pr.
SKI BINDING CABLE ATTACHMENTS—Rear Throw
Model, $3.50 pr.
GB STREAMLINE BINDING—Touring Model, $3.95 pr.
GB WEDGE BINDINGS—For mortised skis, $5.00 pr.
GB CONTROL BINDING—With adjustable toe-strap bind
ing giving maximum adjustment and control, $2.50 pr.
GB DOWNHILL ATTACHMENT—Screws to side of ski.
75c set.
GB BRASS SOLE PROTECTORS—Four pieces to set. 50c
set.

POLES
GB STEEL SHAFT SKI POLE—With spiral leather grip.
Lengths: 48, 52 and 56 inches. $5.95 pr.
TEXOED SHAFT SKI POLE—Colors, red, blue, black.
Lengths, 48, 50, 52, 54 and 56 inches. $3.95 pr.
GB TONKIN CANE POLE—With conventional leather
laced rattan ring, $2.00 pr.

SKI WAX
DUROLAC—A liquid finish for the bottom of skis, 50c can.
SILVER STREAK WAX—A fast downhill wax, 30c can.
DRY SNOW WAX—For cold powdered snow, 30c can.
KLISTER WAX—For wet snow, crust or packed snow, 30c
can.
GROUND WAX—A hard base wax, 35c can.
'
GB WAX KIT—Contains one can each Dry Snow Wax,
Klister Wax and Silver Streak Wax, and handy canvas
belt sack. Attractively boxed. 90c set.
GB WAXING CORK—Speeds up waxing and saves the
hands. 10c each.

AUTO RACK
GB AUTO RACK—New model. Holds five pair skis.
Attached in few minutes on any car model. Does not
mar finish.

ACCESSORIES
GB CANVAS CLIMBERS........ ...................... 90c pair
GB RUBBER TIE STRAPS____ ________ 35c pair
A handy item for fastening skis together while carrying.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Special Service

CELLULOID GOGGLES. ____
50c
GB ALUMINUM EMERGENCY TIP____ $1.50 each
GB RATTAN FRAME PACKSACK....... .............$7.50
RUCKSACK, light gray color....................
$2.25
GB RUBBER ANKLE WRAPS__________$1.00 pair

DAIRY BAR

The MERCANTILE»»
« « MISSOULA’S OLDBST, LARGEST AND BEST STORE

THE

M ade by F ou rteen

By Members
J

Six of 14 students app ng for degrees at the end of winter
quarter are business ad nistration majors, placing that de[ 0f number of students applying, Armon
partment In the lead
. . .
,
.
Glenn secretary of the committee on admission and gradua
tion, said today. The economics and sociology department
ranks second with three candidates.
___________ _ _ _ __
Thcsa applying for d egr“ i
F l o r e n c e Deschsmpe, Missoula, I w i s h
business administration; Roger A.
Hanson, White Sulphur Springs,
business administration; Joseph L.
Kroetch, Billings, business admin
istration; Gilbert A. LeKander,
Chicago, Journalism; George B.
M ixcy Missoula, geology; William Shall United States Offer Refuge
E Moore, Butte, economics and soTo N ail Persecuted Race?
ciology; Ben H. Mortis, Greenough,
Is Congress Topic
pre-medical sciences; Ruth L. Ole,
Big Timber, education; Joyce M.
Campus Congress will devote its
Paulson, Harlowton, business ad-1
discussion to the problem,
ministration; Gladys Pierson, Mis
"Should the United States Allow
soula, economics and sociology
| the German Jew s to Enter the
Oliver A. Roholt, Jr., Browning,
zoology' Lloyd J. Stubkjaer, BigNiUnited States?” The forum w ill
Timber,' business administration; k 8 from 3:30 to 4 o’clock Sunday in
lhe large
larfic meeting
meeting room.
room.
Carl E. Tumqulst, Gold Creek, | the
business administration, and Elea - 1
"The topic should prove very in
nore C. Weinberg, Klamath Falls,
teresting as a number of students
Oregon, economics and sociology.
have asked to have the German
Ruth 0 1 * is also a candidate for
crisis discussed,” Eleanor Snyder,
« teaching certificate.
Great Falls, student manager of
the congress, stated yesterday.

roblem

Will Be Subject
Of Forum Talks

Ellen Mountain, Shelby, is the
new committee member appointed
by the Student-Faculty committee
to replace Mark Wysel, Missoula.

MflClflY Tfllk.8

Phi Delta Theta defeated Sigma
Nu tank men, 21-19, in the closest
J
nautical meet of the season Mon
day , November 21. Mavericks won
from Theta Chi, 30-10, and Sigma
Phi Epsilon took another close one|
“Stream and Lake Surveys in
from the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
j Fish Management” was the subject
team, 21-18, in other Intramural
I of a lecture delivered last night by
swimming duels.
David J. Maclay, United States
Phi Delt-Slgma Nu
Forest Service, Missoula, before an
Forty-yard free style: Francis,
audience of more than one hun
Sigma Nu, first; Andrews, Phi
dred members of the Northern
Dell, second; Halland, Phi Deli,
Rocky Mountain section of the So
third. No time given.

To Foresters

ciety of American Foresters in the

Bell Announces
Concert Tryouts

NOTICE

Sentinel Editor Charles Mueller
asks that fraternity men check the
backs o f the picture proofs they
£
Tryouts for the concert band will
wish developed and return them to
__________
begin this week, according to CtsrPaul Hunyan is sending his boys at the Forestry school into
Ace Woods studio by Saturday.
.
...
Ience Bell, band instructor.
the hills during the Christmas vacation. Paul wants the men's _Freshman
Sentinel pictures for football
Literary d u b w ill I
gymnasium properly decorated for the Forestry ball on Feb- meet for the last tim e this quarter „ Af? roxin“ t* ly ^ ^ P ^ e r a wiU p U yw s wtu ^ taken from 1 o'clock
1
! be chosen from the hundred-odd I
r u a r y 3 and has left orders with Chief Push Joe Pomajevich at 4 o'clock Thursday in the B o ise membera o f Uie G r ia b , ^
. jn T hursdw
® ° ‘cl° ck s **urda»-

At Last Meetin

Business Administration Leads With Six Candidates Athletic Field Corporation
Department of Economics and Sociology
H a s Annual Meeting
to have Plenty o f
. . n n u a i iH e e u n g
W fllla r lp r
Has Three to Rank Second
winter'quarter.
__..
_ ,, . .
Monday Night

Mavericks Beat
Theta Chi Team
To Retain Lead

Tuesday. November 29,1938

KAIM IN

Alumni Heads \Paul Bunyatt’s Assistants
.Literary Society
Arc Selected
Rustle Boughs From H ills To Hear Review

A pplications
D egree
C?

e

MONTANA

« ° m^ - addition to anyone else interested
« ------------------------------------- Missoula, w ill read selections from in
^
*hould wear M *ww,ter*’
„ „
_
. . i n trying o u t Two concerts will
..
,__ .
,
: Foster Polley, senior adviser.
* e_ ^ _ „ Wlth MaUce Toward | ^ given during wlnter quarter and
Steve Wilkie, Rosebud, lx In
'
*
'! *, P
v 3 i Eats — Gene Payne and Meril I Some," by Margaret Halsey.
several during spring quarter, Bell
----------about the 1939 dance and has been
I
.
.
charge of education at the CCC
Officers for the Alumni Chal- rMlng p omajevich pienty As a re-1Carter- co-chairmen; John LindMaHbeth Dwyer, Anaconda, w ill said.
camp at Little Bitterroot lake near
lenge Athletic Field corporation sujt pomajevich is really liv in g !
Don Lynch, senior Ireview Cornelia Otis Skinner’s
Band members have turned in
Kalispell. Wilkie was granted hta
were elected at the annual meeting I up ^ his tiUe of Chief Push. Yes- i adviser.
‘® “ usei “ P,* ase ” 0th e r members their uniforms and are enjoying
master's degree In forestry at the
o f acUve members in the Student terday he announced the list of
Wood butchers — Milton Bokun, I o£ tb<? c u b
reP°r* on d*e bves a two-weeks' rest following fall
university summer session.
of the two writers.
activities.
Union yesterday.
_
(committees and last night he had|chairm an; Jim Wilson and ClaDiscussion
ot
whether
t
h
e
s
e
)
The former officer Theodore them at work.
rence Graham, assistants; Wesley
books come under Robert How
Jacobs, president; John Lucy, viceCastles, senior adviser.
Committees Named
ard’s definition o f a great book will
president; J. B. Speer, secretaryLighting—Tom Hood, chairman;
The staff preparing for the For
follow the reports.
treasurer; E. K. Badgley, assistant
Don Beck, assistant
esters' ball Is as follows:
Team
Pet.
secretary-treasurer, and Professor
Bar
—
Milton
Phillip,
chairman;
Mavericks
1.000
Ticket sales — Myron Keilman,
E. W. Briggs, legal counsel, were
Students
Must
Secure
Jerome
Bauer
and
Lewis
Phillips,
Theta
Chi
_
.750
chairman; Chuck Ames, assistant;
re-elected.
assistants; Richard Schaertl, senior
.600
Norval Bonawitz, senior adviser.
Cards This Afternoon | s p e
Trustees Re-elected
adviser.
----------Sigma C h i ____
.300
Special features—G ille Wooten,
President George F. Simmons,
Doorway
decorations
—
G
e
n
e
Students who have not yet se- Phi Delta Theta
.230
chairman; Joe Gordon, Ben Martin,
Walter , H.
W.
. _McLeod,
_
, O.
. Dickin,,,
A1 Knutson, assistants; Allen Barrett, chairman; William Piatt, cured advance registration certifl- Sigma Nu
son and J. B. Speer, trustees of the
, .......
assistant; George Mahrt, senior ad cates at the registrar's office must SAE ____ ___ „
, . . ,
Erickson, senior adviser,
corporation, were re-elected for
viser.
do so this afternoon.
two-year terms.
Favors and Progranu i-M uril
Miscellaneous — Ernest Perry,
Appointments with advisers are
The Alumni Challenge Athletic Brunsvold, c h a i r ^ G eni. Muel- chairman; Pierce Bailey, assistant;
assigned to each student, and stu
Field corporation was organized | ler' a“ istant: Dlck WlUiams' * * John Antonich, senior adviser.
dents are urged to see their ad
nior adviser.
under the supervision of the late
Music — Ben Moravetz, chair visers at the appointed tim e to
“Give her Sheer Lovlinees”
Music stand — Bill Connors, man.
university President Clapp and the
avoid difficulty and delay in regis
T i c k e t s — Cameron Warren, tration.
general alumni association of the. chairman; Dan Massing, assistant;
university for the purpose of Un- Sylvester Seidensticker, senior ad chairman; Stan Lewis, assistant;
Registration must be completed
Quality and
Lawrence Osbumsen, senior ad by 4 o’clock December 7. None
ancing the Improvement of the viser.
Service
Decorations — Charles Collom, viser.
athletic field. The organization's
w ill be accepted after this time
Police — George Mead, chair until January 3, at which tim e a
original project, Dornblaser field, chairman; Reid Hamilton, assist
man; Ray Hoklnson, assistant; late registration fee of two dollars
was successful and further enter ant; Carl Masters, senior adviser.
Phone 3838
Transportation — Glen Jackson, Kenneth Lewis, senior adviser.
prises were undertaken.
will be charged.
612 South Higgins
chairman;
Joe
Mast,
assistant;
Paul
Dining hall decorations—Arthur
Promotes University Interest
Krause, senior adviser.
Melby, chairman; Wayne Monte,
MIR-O-KLEER
Patronize Kalinin Advertisers
Articles of incorporation provide
Check room — Steve Gajan, assistant; A1 Graesser, senior ad
OR
that the purpose of the organiza
chairman; Habert Underwood, as viser.
TREZUR HOSE
tion is “to promote the general w el
sistant; Bob Stoebe, senior adviser.
Publicity — Don Axlund, chair
By Aberle
fare of Montana State university,”
Property — John Milodragovich, man; Ray Kizer, assistant; John
to solicit gifts, defray expenses, to chairman; Oscar Guttormson, se
Timm, senior adviser.
Don’t fail to give her a box
purchase, hold and sell real and
nior adviser.
Assistant pushes — Ed Schultz,
of hose from Buttreys, her
personal property for the objects,
Ranger's Dream — Homer Ben- Carl Simpson and B ill Krueger.
The best way to finish your term paper, the best
favorite hosiery store. All
and “to manage and dispose of gotl) chairman; Gayne Moxness, asway, is to call “Chuck” Gaughan for a typewriter
new stock and in the season's
such moneys and property in ac-1 sistant; Howard Wheatley, senior
for a 10-day free trial. No obligation. At the
newest shades.
cordance with the terms and con
adviser.
G h v M fW f9
ditions prescribed by the donors or
P a r k i n g arrangements — A1
grantors thereof.” Membership in Muchmore, chairman; Karl NussIt’s Better Dry Cleaning
314 North Higgins — Phone 2323
the corporation is open to all bacfier, assistant; Bruce Newton,
Dial 2151
Low Convenient Terms to Students
graduates and former students.
senior advisor.
m N. Biggina /
The main holdings of the cor
Signs — George Thelen, chair Florence Laundary Co.
poration are the Forestry school man; Boris Vladimiroff, assistant;
nursery on John street and the
university golf course.
R oughs

and trees on hand at the start of |K ” owles

,

Swim Standings

.000
.000

CITY
CLEANERS

HOSIERY

59c • 79c • $1.00
$1.15 • $1.35

KAYSER

Q U A R TE R ENDS SOON
TYP E W R ITE R SU PPLY

R u .ttte .u i

SDX Will Hear
Payne’s Report

THIS COMBINATION

Eighty-yard free
I library of the School of Forestry,
Sigma Nu, first; Andrews, Phi Dell,| v ^ 0 ...... w....... ,
Sigma Delta Chi, men’s profes
K. D. Swan, Forest Service pho
second; Davison, Sigma Nu, third
tographer, displayed a series of sional journalism fraternity, will
Time, 34 seconds.
hear a report at 4 o’clock this after
colored slides.
Eighty-yard backstroke: Regan,
Phi Dolt, first; Kilt, Sigma Nu, sec- j E. D. Sandvig, associate forester noon by Phil Payne, delegate to
the organization’s national conven
ond; Millar, Phi Dell, third. Time, stationed in Missoula and president
.,» Q
I of the section, presided over the tion in Madison, Wisconsin, sev
Eighty-yard breaststroke: Woods, “ ssion. Melvin S. Morris, assist- eral weeks ago.
Members w ill decide on Dean
Phl Dolt, first; Regan, Phi Delt, ant P r e s s o r of forestry In the
second; Brauer, Sigma Nu, third. forestry sch001- is secretary-treas- Stone ties for the year. The cus
tom of wearing Windsor ties was
Tlme, 1:10.2.
u rer
started 10 years ago in honor of
One hundred sixty-yard free
Maclay’s talk stressed the lm'
the
dean of the journalism school.
Stylo relay: Francis, Larsen, Wells Portance of “short cut” surveys as
and Davidson,-Sigma Nu. first in a means o£ obtainin* information
1:40.2 over Chumrau, Johnson, 101 early a» Ucatton of ade«uate
Halland and Millar, Phi Delt.
management of streams and lakes
in forest recreational projects.
Maverlcks-Thcta Chi
Maclay, who is aquatic biologist
Forty-yard free style: McEl
of the Forest Service and an au
wain, Maverick, first; Erickson, |
thority on his subject, gave a com
Theta Chi, second; Hileman, Mave
plete and technical description of
rick, third. Time, 21 seconds.
the problems faced in stream and
Eighty-yard free style: McEl
| lake surveys in fish management.
wain, Maverick, first; Erickson,I’
Swan’s colored slides were
Theta Chi, second; O'Hare, M ave-|
| scenes depicting flowers, trees and
rick, third. Time, 47 seconds
landscapes in this area. The pic
Eighty-yard backstroke: Saw-1
tures were taken during the vari
hill, Maverick, first; Zur Muehlen,
ous seasons of the year so that the
Maverick, second; Hardy, Theta j
I display was virtually an album of
Chi, third. Time, 1:1.
..,
. , ____. . .
_
the seasons.
Eighty-yard breaststroke: Sawhill, Maverick, first; Besancon,
Patronise Kalmin Advertisers
Theta Chi, second; Zur Muchlcn,
Maverick, third. Time, 1:7.1.
O'Hare, McElwain, Htleman and
Jacoby, Maverick relay men, won
The

Be At Ease!

from Ryffel, Erickson, Bone and
McDaniels, TheU Chi, in 1:31.
Sig Ep-SAE
Forty-;rard tree style: Burgess,
Sig Ep, fllent; Severy, SAE, second;
T onrey,!SAE, third. Timip. 21.6.
Eighty-»yard free style: Burgess,
Sig Ep. flIrst; Dokter, SAE, second;
Sever?, SAE, third. Time 31 seconds.
Eighty-•yard backstroket: King,
Sig Ep. first; Hennings*m, SAE,
teeond;no third. Time, 1:17.
Eighty-•yard breaststrok e: King,
Sig Ep. first; Hill, SAE,, second;
Parsons, Sig Ep, third,
Time,
1& 4.
SAE relay team of Doktor, HU1,
Sever? and Tonri
from Martins Ne
Wagner, Sig Ep s

I .ogether they
make the United States
admired and respected
the whole world over

And for the things you

want
in a cigarette you can depend on
the happy combination of mild
ripe tobaccos in Chesterfield.

Each type o f Chesterfield tobacco
is outstanding fo r some fine quality
that makes smoking more pleasure.

First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

Prices Are Lower
At Missoula’s Oldest and
Always Reliable Clothing Store

Barney s

MEN’S
CLOTHING

Poise is charm and selfassurance. Increase yours
by having your clothes
frequently dry cleaned.

Combined...blended together
the Chesterfield w ay... they give
you more pleasure than any
cigarette you ever smoked.

Missoula Laundry

O n land and sea and in the
a ir ... wherever smoking is en
joyed. .. Chesterfield’s mildness
and better taste satisfy mUlions.

If Waffle Irons Had Any
thing to Do With Shoe
Repairing, We Would
Have.Them.

Missoula Coal
& Transfer Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers in

COAL
III EAST BROADWAY
Phones K G and 3SM

Youngren’s have the most modern and complete shoe
repair equipment in town. We can fix your shoes the
way they should be fixed . . . the best way.

WE DELIVER

YOUNGREN’S SHOE SHOP
Under Priess’
G gtjtfehr l t t t . D oom at M r a Tobacco Co,

the blend that canft be copied
...the RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world’s best cigarette tobaccos

